Heterogeneous populations of bone marrow stem cells--are we spotting on the same cells from the different angles?
Accumulated evidence suggests that in addition to hematopoietic stem cells (HSC), bone marrow (BM) also harbors endothelial stem cells (ESC), mesenchymal stem cells (MSC), multipotential adult progenitor cells (MAPC), pluripotent stem cells (PCS) as well as tissue committed stem cells (TCSC) recently identified by us. In this review we discuss the similarities and differences between these cell populations. Furthermore, we will present the hypothesis that all of these versatile BM derived stem cells are in fact different subpopulations of TCSC. These cells accumulate in bone marrow during ontogenesis and being a mobile population of cells are released from BM into peripheral blood after tissue injury to regenerate damaged organs. Furthermore, since BM is a "hideout" for TCSC, their presence in preparations of bone marrow derived mononuclear cells should be considered before experimental evidence is interpreted simply as trans-differentiation or plasticity of HSC. Finally, our observation that the number of TCSC accumulate in the bone marrow of young animals and their numbers decrease during senescence provides a new insight into aging and may explain why the regeneration processes becomes less effective in older individuals.